SGA Resolution 6-11-F

A resolution to post respective green and white parking signs at Schardt Hall

Whereas: Newer and continuing students get ticketed due to confusion on the parking signs already displayed

Whereas: The signs are facing in directions that drivers cannot see them until the person parks.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 74th CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: Dependent on Parking Services, the white decal signs displayed at the Schardt Hall parking lot entrances (off Old Main Circle and Alma Mater Drive) will be turned to face in the direction where the drivers entering the lot can see.

Section 2: The attached photos will be sent to the Parking Services office along with the legislation

Sponsored by: Zaver Moore

[Signatures]

Speaker of the Senate  SGA President  VP of Student Affairs
Re: Legislation photos
Zaver M. [zaveretanu@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 6:50 PM
To: SGA EVP

Sorry, here they are.

Zaver D. Moore
MTSU Junior
(865)724-4901